Abstract. This paper presents the production planning management architecture for iron-steel manufacturing factories based on Make-To-Order (MTO) and Make-To-Stock (MTS) management ideas. Within this architecture, we discuss the procedures of order planning in details and construct a nonlinear integer programming model for the order planning problem. This model takes into account inventory matching and production planning simultaneously, and considers multiple objectives, such as the total cost of earliness/tardiness penalty, tardiness penalty in delivery time window, production, inventory matching and order cancelation penalty. In order to solve this nonlinear integer program, this paper designs a hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Tabu Search (TS) algorithm, in which new heuristic rules to repair infeasible solutions are proposed, and then analyzes the parameter settings for PSO and the combined algorithm by simulations. This paper also compares the results of using PSO individually, TS individually, and the hybrid PSO/TS algorithm to solve the models with three different order quantities. Numerical results show that the hybrid PSO/TS algorithm provides better solutions while being computationally efficient. 1. Introduction. In recent years, the steel industry's traditional management and production models face a number of great challenges from the market environment changes and manufacturing technology developments. To be competitive in the market, minimization of the production cost and improvement of the efficiency plays a vital role in order planning; this is because the steel factories usually have bulky machines and high operating costs. Many studies [3, 6, 7, 11, 17, 22, 30, 31, 32] have been done for this purpose. Of all the studies, order planning is a very important part of the management in steel factories, which is how to schedule machines and procedures in the production line according to the due date, type, and quality requirement of the incoming order sequence. The main purpose of order planning is to maximize the utilization of the machines and at the same time to minimize the discrepancy between the actual delivery time and the due time promised in the customer order. In order to adapt to the market changes, improve service quality, and control cost, steel factories may need to apply MTO management architecture and order planning methods. MTO is a management method that minimizes the total cost of production and various penalties after an order is received. Zhang et al.
1. Introduction. In recent years, the steel industry's traditional management and production models face a number of great challenges from the market environment changes and manufacturing technology developments. To be competitive in the market, minimization of the production cost and improvement of the efficiency plays a vital role in order planning; this is because the steel factories usually have bulky machines and high operating costs. Many studies [3, 6, 7, 11, 17, 22, 30, 31, 32] have been done for this purpose. Of all the studies, order planning is a very important part of the management in steel factories, which is how to schedule machines and procedures in the production line according to the due date, type, and quality requirement of the incoming order sequence. The main purpose of order planning is to maximize the utilization of the machines and at the same time to minimize the discrepancy between the actual delivery time and the due time promised in the customer order. In order to adapt to the market changes, improve service quality, and control cost, steel factories may need to apply MTO management architecture and order planning methods. MTO is a management method that minimizes the total cost of production and various penalties after an order is received. Zhang et al. [30] proposed a steel factory order planning model based on MTO and corresponding optimization methods. Liu et al. [17] proposed a multi-objective order planning model for steel manufacturing, which includes penalties on delayed orders, machine utilization ratio, inventory costs, etc. Zhang et al. [31] formulated the order planning problem as a mixed integer program while considering order due time and production capacities, and designed an efficient genetic algorithm with three mutation operators.
However, since MTO method may lead to long response times to the customers, applying MTO by itself as the order planning method hardly can satisfy all the requirements of the customers. Due to the variation among order arrival rates at different times, some projection orders need to be generated to improve the utilization of the machines. Products manufactured for the projection orders can be saved in inventory to satisfy the future demands, which is the basic idea of MTS. MTS takes advantage of economy of scale, and then it has comparatively low production cost and shorter response time. Since projection orders, order cancellations, and order modifications all may produce inventory surplus, a crucial part of MTS is surplus inventory matching. Many scholars have studied the surplus inventory matching problem. For example, Kalagnamam et al. [13] proposed multiple knapsack models with color constraints for the finished and unfinished products matching problems, which try to maximize the total number of matches and minimize the loss of raw material leftovers at same time.
In order to improve service quality and control manufacturing cost, steel factories may need to combine MTO and MTS together. First, the surplus inventory matching is performed, and this may leave some orders unsatisfied due to the shortage of the inventory or the intention to keep some level of inventory. Then, the decision maker needs to perform order planning while considering the future demands and current inventory level for the unsatisfied demands. In MTO-MTS, surplus inventory matching and order planning affect each other greatly. For example, matching the demand of an order by inventory as many as we can may leave a very small amount of unsatisfied demand, which may not be able to meet the minimum batch size of the production equipments, and then incurs higher manufacturing costs and longer response times to some customers. A lot of works have been done on how to coordinate these two methods to work efficiently as in [1, 2, 6, 15, 28, 29] . Adan and van der Wal [1] studied two simple models which combine MTO and MTS, and investigated the effects of combining MTO and MTS on the production lead times. Kogan et al. [15] proposed an optimal control approach to continuous-time aggregate production planning in MTO and MTS environments. Nguyen [20] studied a single-stage MTO-MTS hybrid production system that makes multiple types of products, and presented an approximation procedure based on the formal heavy traffic limit theorem. Youssef et al. [29] studied the problem with only one machine and two types of products, of which one is in great demand and the other one is in small demand. Their results show the best planning is to adopt MTO for the product in great demand and MTS for the product in small demand. Also they compared two planning strategies, FIFO (First In First Out) and PR (Priority Policy). Soman et al. [25] proposed MTO-MTS models for food manufacturing, which is a multilevel planning system. Denton et al. [7] studied the unfinished product matching problems at integrated steel mills. Dutta and Fourer [8] proposed a optimizationbased decision support system for process industries based on the real data of an American steel factory. Soman et al. [26] studied the dynamic scheduling policies for stochastic demands in a hybrid MTO-MTS system. Corti et al. [5] proposed a capacity-driven optimization model, which greatly improved the flexibility of the production, when the steel factory experiences dynamic demands. Hu et al. [12] considered a single process model, which takes into account the inventory matching and production planning at the same time. Meredith and Akinc [19] proposed a Make-To-Forecast production planning system based on MTO-MTS. However, not so much has been done on the MTO-MTS models for steel manufacturing industry. Steel manufacturing is a very complicated process which includes a complex and long flow line, many working procedures, complicated techniques and a large amount of materials. This paper proposes MTO-MTS order planning models while considering the complicated steel manufacturing process.
Order planning problems are generally large scale combinatorial optimization problems, which usually cannot be solved by exact methods within a satisfactory amount of time, especially for the requirements of the steel factories. However, heuristics can help find very good (close to real optimal) feasible solutions very quickly and their applications in a great variety of combinatorial problems have received a great deal of attentions recently. Among all of the heuristics, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Tabu Search (TS) algorithms are very popular methods and widely applied in real large-scale global optimization problems, especially the scheduling problems in complex production planning. Kennedy and Eberhart [14] applied the improved PSO algorithm in the production scheduling problem which aims to minimize the production cycles. Liang et al. [16] modified PSO algorithm to solve makespan minimization problem of permutation flow-shop scheduling. Pan et al. [21] studied the non-stop flow scheduling problem by using PSO. Rezazadeh et al. [24] applied PSO in the dynamic machine capacity allocation problem. Zhang et al. [32] developed a new heuristic approach to solve the hot-rolling batch scheduling problem by enhancing the framework of PSO. Liu et al. [18] applied TS algorithm in solving the work flow problems in the job shops. BenDaya and Al-Fawzan [4] proposed a new neighbourhood generation method while applying TS algorithm in solving work flow scheduling problems. Ganapathy et al. [9] proposed a hybrid TS and Simulated Annealing method to solve two-machine work flow problems. Grabowski and Pempera [10] studied the limited-buffer work flow problems, in which TS algorithm is used to find the sub optimal solution and permutation techniques is used to achieve better solutions.
As can be seen from the literature, Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm has very diversified swarms (solution candidates), and can be easily implemented in computer programs, and is computationally efficient for large scale problems. But its convergence rate drops dramatically after a certain number of steps, and it can easily fall into local optima. Tabu Search algorithm converges relatively faster, and has a strong capability of escaping from the local optima. However, it does not have diverse solution candidates, and is very dependent on the initial solution. Hence, combining these two algorithms may speed up computations and improve the global search ability. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a detailed description of the multi-procedure steel manufacturing process, the order planning problem and the order planning management architecture base on MTO-MTS strategy for the steel manufacturing factories, and constructs a mixed integer nonlinear programming model for the order planning problem. In Section 3, we propose a hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization and Tabu Search algorithm, and design new heuristic rules to repair infeasible solutions which could be experienced within the hybrid algorithm. In Section 4, numerical experiments are conducted on all of three algorithms, PSO, TS, and hybrid PSO/TS, and some comparisons of the solutions are discussed. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2.
Problem description and mathematical model.
2.1.
Problem motivation and context. The process of steel production from raw materials to final products involves a complex and long flow line with many working procedures, complicated techniques and a large amount of materials to be handled. It can be roughly divided into five major processes, which are iron making, steel making, continuous casting, hot rolling, and finish machining. Because the duration from iron making to continuous casting is very long, it would be inappropriate to start the iron making, steel making or continuous casting after the customer orders are received. Also for each customer order there are specific requirements for the following working procedures after continuous casting. Even after finish machining, for some orders the steel still needs to go through acid rinsing, cold rolling, annealing, and some other steps before sent to market or customers as in [17] .
Hence the ordering planning problem can be handled neither by MTO individually nor by MTS individually. A combination of both is the choice because of the complexity of steel manufacturing process. Due to the properties of the steel manufacturing processes, the plants need to keep the continuity of production processes while satisfying the quality and time needs from the customers. Then the steel plants need to have a 3-stage planning system: long-term planning, mid-term planning, and short-term planning. The long-term planning is mainly dealing with market analysis, investment, customer order prediction, and so on. The mid-term planning is working on the ordering planning problems, such as production orders generation based on customer orders, inventory matching, production scheduling of the production orders. The short-term planning is to schedule machine usage in job shops.
In this paper, we are mainly dealing with mid-term planning problems, which are how to schedule the working procedures of the production orders to obtain a minimum weighted cost while satisfying different constraints, such as inventory limit, production limit, etc. First we need to formalize all customer orders into production orders, and put them into the order pool. Then, decide the time to perform each working procedure for each production order. After the order scheduling or planning is made, all the production orders are released to work shops where the workers can do short-term planning. The whole operations are mainly composed of production order generation, order planning (including inventory matching and production scheduling), order planning evaluation, and production order releasing as shown in Figure 1 . In order to facilitate scheduling, the steel plants need to transform (combine or decompose) customer orders to production orders according to quality, weight, dimension, usage, special requirements, and delivery time. Then the standardized production orders are placed in the order pool ready to go to production. In the order planning stage, if there exist some surplus products that satisfy the requirements of a production order, and then the order is matched by inventory instead of going to production. This may lead to some extra costs since the order with lower quality requirements can be matched by higher quality products, but it reduces holding costs. If no inventory is qualified to match the production order, then we let it go to production. When a production order goes to production, we need to schedule its working procedures to meet its deadline without violating the production limits. (In the following part of the paper, "order" refers to "production order" unless it is specified by "customer order".) The order evaluation step is trying to find and correct defects of the model and planning method by evaluating the planned delivery time, customer satisfaction, machine usage ratio, inventory usage ratio, and production and inventory costs. After processing the orders, the plans are released to workshop to do the real jobs, where a different job shop machine scheduling is performed.
Problem formulation.
In steel factories, there exists inventory matching of both finished and unfinished products in [7] . However, this paper only considers inventory matching of finished products. An order can be matched by finished products in inventory which have the right qualification to meet the demands. The qualification here mainly refers to the steel grade, specification and weight. In order to improve customer experiences, if we would like to use the steel in stock to match the order, the inventory's steel grade should not be lower than the quality requirement of the order; the specification should be restricted in certain scope required by the order; and the quantity should not be less than the demand of the order (on the assumption that one order can only be matched with no more than one kind of product in stock). If there is no appropriate inventory for the order, production should be scheduled for production according to the due date of the order and the production capacity constraints and other constraints. Because each order needs to go through several special processes (working procedures), the production scheduling is to assign the processes of each order onto machines, so as to improve the ability of on-time delivery and reduce the unit production cost.
Based on the MTO-MTS production model and following the requirements of integration management, this paper carries out the order planning on a two-month planning time horizon where five days is a time period, while taking into account both inventory matching and production planning. Suppose that there are I orders due within the planning horizon [1, T ] . In order planning, steel factories usually have three choices: inventory matching, workshop production and order cancelation. We only can choose one of the above three for each order, which means we could denote our choice for each order by only two types of binary variables and a constraint (8) . The decision variables are two sets of binary variables Y i,k and X i,j,t denoting inventory matching and production planning respectively, which are defined as follows,
1, Order i is matched by inventory product k; 0, Otherwise.
where i is the order index, j denotes the index of working procedures, t denotes the time period, k denotes the index of the inventory product, i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J, t = 1, . . . , T, k = 1, . . . , K. In constraint (8), order i is canceled if X i,J,t = 0, t = 1, . . . , T , and Y i,k = 0, k = 1, . . . , K, which means there is neither inventory matching nor production scheduling for order i. This constraint also restricts that there is at most one matching for any order i, since the right hand side is 1 and the left hand side variables only can take either 0 or 1. The procedure of inventory matching/production planning can be described as follows. Suppose that there are I orders, J working procedures and K types of surplus products in stock, and the weight of every order, delivery time, production routine (refers to the processes passed through and machines available to use in every process), and material specifications are all known. Also every order follows the same sequence of processes and the production capacity of every process is fixed. In order to meet the order demands, order planning decides whether to use inventory matching or workshop production (in-production period of every working procedure) while satisfying the production capacity constraints and the sequence relations in order to minimize the total cost. For simplicity, suppose that every order should experience all the working procedures and in any unit time period every order can finish up to two working procedures. All symbols and parameters are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . Notations and parameters I: the total number of the orders; K: the number of the kinds of inventory; J: the total number of the processes; T : the length of the planning horizon; [ai, bi]: the delivery time window of order i;
ωi: the demand of order i; Q k : the inventory of product k; Ejt: the production capacity of process j in period t; vj : the penalty coefficient of insufficient utilization of production capacity of process j; αi: the earliness penalty coefficient of unit weight of order i; βi: the delivery time penalty coefficient of unit weight of order i in the time window; γi: the tardiness penalty coefficient of unit weight of order i; ηi: order cancelation penalty coefficient of unit weight of order i ; λ: the minimal expected load ratio of each process, a real number within (0, 1); S 0 j : the beginning inventory level of process j; S max j : the inventory capacity of process j.
In order to capture most of the features of steel manufacturing, we are considering multiple objectives in this study, which are shown as follows: 1) Costs arising from inventory matching: Assume that the steel grade of order i is k , the actual steel grade of the matching inventory is k. The cost to match order i by inventory k is denoted by C i,k , which mainly results from the following three situations. Whenever inventory matching happens, there is material loss cost σ i,k , which is caused by cutting the steel in stock to meet requirements of order i. If there are higher grade steel inventories than the required grade of order i, there would be loss caused by selling higher quality products with lower prices. Hence the total loss would be
, where h i,k is the size of the order and g k,k is the unit loss in this case. If, in stock, there is no steel with higher grade than the requirement and no steel of the type of the order i, no inventory matching should happen, and then the matching cost is set to infinity or a very big number, e.g., M . To summarize, the definition of inventory matching cost is shown as follows:
and k are the same type and grade; σ i,k + h i,k g i,k , k and k are the same type but k is of higher grade; ∞, k and k are different types.
Then the total inventory matching cost can be written as follows,
2) Penalties for unbalanced material flow rate: In order to achieve economy of production, it is very important to have a uniform material flow rate along the production line. However, this goal is not easy to achieve. So a penalty is given for the unbalanced material flow rate as follows,
where v j is the penalty coefficient of working procedure j. 3) Penalties for deliveries within the required time window: The deadline of the orders is usually a time window, such as the delivery month or the delivery week. Any delivery within the time window is considered to be an on-time delivery. However, in actual operations, in order to accelerate the turnover of the capital, iron-steel plants always hope that the delivery time in time window could be as early as possible. So, in this paper, we define a penalty function trying to push the delivery time in the time window as early as possible. The penalties of this type on all orders are as follows,
where β i is the penalty coefficient for order i, and tX i,J,t is the finishing time of order i since process J is the last working procedure of order i. 4) Penalties for deliveries outside of the required time window: If the delivery time of order i is behind the time window (after b i ) but still acceptable, it belongs to tardy deliveries and the penalty coefficient is γ i . If the delivery time is ahead of the time window (before a i ), the delivery belongs to early delivery and the penalty coefficient is α i . The total penalty of this type is as follows,
5) Penalty for order cancelation: An unacceptable delivery time will lead to the order cancelation, which make it necessary to define what is unacceptable. This can be handled by adding another objective function, order cancelation penalty. Suppose, for order i, any delivery time after ξ i is unacceptable, and the order cancelation cost is η i . If we choose η i = γ i (ξ i − b i ), and include the order cancelation cost as in (5), there will be no delivery after ξ i because the cancelation of order i will incur a lower cost when we solve the model optimally.
In this paper, we combine the above five objectives into one objective function by assigning four weight coefficients, π 1 ,π 2 ,π 3 and π 4 , because f 4 and f 5 are of the same measure. The final single objective 0-1 nonlinear integer programming model is as follows,
Subject to:
T t=1
X i,j,t ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , I; j = 1, . . . , J; t = 1, . . . , T,
Y i,k ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , I; k = 1, . . . , K.
In the model [OP-IP], constraint (7) denotes the quantity constraint of each type of surplus products in inventory, where h i,k denotes the quantity of inventory of product k which matches order i. Considering that inventory matching might cause material losses, h i,k is usually a constant which is a little bit greater than the order quantity ω i . Constraint (8) ensures that the same order could not choose both inventory matching and workshop production at the same time; in addition, every order could be matched by only one kind of inventory product. Constraint (9) is the production capacity limitation constraint of each process. In one unit period the production quantity of one process could not be larger than its production capacity; besides, in order to keep a certain utilization ratio of the equipments, production quantity must be larger than a certain proportion of the production capacity. Constraint (10) makes sure that the order will go through all the required processes if it is going to be produced, and constraint (11) ensures the sequence of the processes. Constraint (12) ensures that, no more than two production procedures can be performed in any time period. Constraint (13) is the capacity constraint on the inventory of each working procedure. (14) and (15) are the binary restrictions.
Objective function (4) can be further transformed to an easier format by introducing two nonnegative continuous variables ψ i and φ i . Also two new constraints are needed as follows, 
After replacing
Subject to (7) − (17),
3. PSO, TS and hybrid PSO/TS algorithms for order planning. The order planning model is an NP-hard problem, and it is difficult to solve the problem optimally by using any deterministic algorithm within a reasonable time [23] . Due to the requirements of the steel industry, we need to find a good order planning, which is much better than the schedules currently used in practice by the steel factories, in a short time. To our best knowledge, no commercial optimization software using exact methods can solve the nonlinear mixed integer programs proposed in the previous section in a limited amount of time of the industry standards. The stochastic methods instead can be very good choices in this case [23] . Because of the colony intelligent search ability of PSO algorithm and the easiness to carry out, this paper adopts the PSO algorithm to solve the order planning model. Also, in this paper, a coding scheme accustomed to this model and feasible solution generating methods are proposed. And then this paper provides a heuristic strategy to repair the infeasible solutions by taking into account the constraints of the model. Because we are using heuristics, it is not a big issue if we have max, min or nonlinear functions in the objective function. Hence the next sections focus on solving problem [OP-IP] other than [OP-IP1] which has more constraints.
3.1. Design of the PSO algorithm. PSO algorithm was first introduced by James Kennedy and Russell Eberhartin in 1995 [14] . The basic principle of PSO algorithm is based on the research of the food-searching activities of bird colonies. m ) represents the best position (best solution) that particle r has ever experienced,X represents the best position that all the particle have ever experienced. In PSO algorithm the most important part is how the particles are moving inside the m-dimensional solution space. The trajectory of a particle is determined by the evolution equations defined as follows,
where r = 1, 2, . . . , R, and R represents the size of the particle swarm; n represents the iteration; ζ n is the inertia coefficient of the iteration n; ρ 1 and ρ 2 are two acceleration constants, which adjust the step length of the particles flying to the best position of its own and of the whole swarm respectively and their values are usually in the range of [0, 2]; φ n 1 and φ n 2 are random numbers which are normally distributed in the range of [0, 1] . Some studies show that a bigger inertia coefficient is good for global optimum search and a smaller inertia coefficient is good for local optimum search as in [27] . So this paper sets a relatively big original inertia coefficient and then attenuates it linearly to improve the local search ability. The linear attenuation formula we adopt is as follows,
where n is the current iteration, and n max is the maximum number of iterations.
3.1.1. Encoding Scheme. Because X i,j,t and Y i,k are binary variables, constraints (8) will ensure the following constraints simultaneously,
By the above two constraints, we can introduce nonnegative integer variables c i and p i,j to take the place of the binary variables to reduce the number of variables without losing any possible feasible solution, where, = 0. So, in this manner, a particle r is created. R particles are generated in the same way to form a swarm, and then S swarms in all are generated. The particles created by the steps above satisfy constraints (8), (10), (11) and (12) .
The following heuristic rules of repairing the initial infeasible solutions can ensure constraints (7), (9) and (13) . First, compute the value ∆Q k = Q k − Q k of every inventory product, where Q k represents the matched quantity of inventory k. If ∆Q k is smaller than 0, according to unit match penalty from large to small, cancel the matchings between the orders and inventory of product k in turn, until constraint (7) is satisfied. Compute the remaining production capacity ∆E j,t = E j,t − E j,t of every process in every period (five days as a unit), where E j,t presents the actual producing quantity of process j in period t. If ∆E j,t is smaller than 0, find those p r i,j s which are equal to t, and decrease or increase p r i,j without violating constraints (9), (10) and (11), or even make p r i,1 = · · · = p r i,J = 0 until the capacity constraint (9) is satisfied. Then we need to check whether constraint (13) is satisfied or not. If it is not satisfied, without violating constraint (9), (10), (11) and (12) , change the production period of some order in this process randomly, otherwise, cancel the production plan of the order in this process until constraint (13) is satisfied. Following the rules above, S × R initial feasible solutions are generated.
3.1.3. Repair infeasible solutions. After some iterations of implementing the evolution equations (19) and (20) to move around the particles, some particles may have already gone infeasible. For example, some element of vector L r of particle r may become negative, or the solution L r itself may violate some constraints of the model. So it is necessary to repair these particles (infeasible solutions). Below we give an efficient and practical heuristic method to perform the repairs:
Step 1: Check whether there are any value out of range, where c i s need to be within the range of [0, K], and p i,j s need to be within the range of [0, T ].
. . , p i,j , . . . , p i,J ], more than J/2 elements are less than or equal to 0, then set all elements to be 0, that is, the order is not going to be produced; if less than or equal to J/2 elements are non-positive, change all non-positive elements into integers in the range of [1, T ] randomly.
Step 2: Check whether constraint (8) is satisfied or not. If order i is both matched by inventory and produced in workshop, compute ∆Q k = Q k − Q k . If ∆Q k > h i,k and order i can be matched by inventory of product k, then let order i be matched by inventory of product k; otherwise, it is produced in workshops.
Step 3: Check whether constraints (11) and (12) are satisfied. If particle r could not satisfy these two constraints, then find a feasible position which is the closest to the infeasible position. This will make sure that the damages to the evolved positions are reduced to minimal. To obtain the feasible position, we need to solve the following nonlinear optimization problem with respect to constraint (11) and (12) for each order i,
where · is the Euclidean norm; p i,j represents the new feasible position we are trying to find; p i,j represents the evolved infeasible position. It takes a huge amount of time to solve problem (22) optimally since it is a nonlinear integer programming problem. Because of the specialty of the problem itself, problem (22) can be solved very efficiently to a near optimal solution without using any nonlinear programming techniques. The computing strategy is: pick up the p i,j s whose value can satisfy constraints (11) and (12) and let p i,j = p i,j ; gradually adjust the values of p i,j which can not satisfy constraints (11) and (12) using one as the unit step length, until all p i,j s can satisfy constraints (11) and (12) . And at the same time, compute the distance d i by equation (22) and choose the [p i,1 , p i,2 , . . . , p i,J ] yielding the smallest distance d i .
Step 4: Use the same strategy in section 3.1.2 to repair a solution which violates constraints (7), (9) and (13).
Step 5: For the orders which are neither matched nor produced, order all these orders according to the ω i of each order i from big to small. If ∆Q k > h i,k and C i,k = ∞, then order i will be matched by inventory of product k; otherwise, without violating constraints (9), (11), (12) and (13), arrange the production period for order i in every working procedure randomly. If the production of some orders could not be arranged due to the production capacity limit, then these orders are canceled.
3.1.4. The PSO algorithm. Based on the design of the algorithm above, the procedure of PSO algorithm is showed below:
Step 1: Initialize all parameters. Set inertia coefficient ζ 0 , acceleration constants ρ 1 and ρ 2 , maximal number of iteration M axStep, particle population in a swarm R, the number of swarms S and so on.
Step 2: Every swarm contains R feasible particles randomly, and there are S swarms altogether.
Step 3: Compute the value of objective function (6). Choose the current value of each particle as its best position (solution), and choose the best solution among the individuals of each swarm as the best solution of each swarm, and choose the best solution of all the swarms as the global best solution.
Step 4:
for n = 1 to M axStep do for s = 1 to S do for r = 1 to R do Use evolution equations (19) and (20) Step 5: Output L g as the result.
3.2.
Design of the Tabu Search algorithm. Tabu Search (TS) was first proposed by F. Glover in late 1970s, and further improved by him in 1986, 1989, and 1990 . TS is actually a generalization of local search method in which a tabu list is used to prevent cycling and generate neighborhood candidates. Tabu Search successfully enhances the global search ability of a local search method by using the memory structures as in [4, 9, 10] . The same natural number encoding scheme in section 3.1.1 is used for the TS algorithm. If the new solution is infeasible, then repair it by using the method of section 3.1.3. By using this 3-step method, we can generate a set of neighbors, i.e., H. Then choose the best neighbor which is in H but not in the tabu list, T.
3.2.2.
The Tabu list and stopping criterion. The key element of the Tabu Search algorithm is the tabu list. The tabu list, T, is actually a FIFO queue with the length of θ. Every time when the best neighbor in H is found, it will be put into the tabu list, T, if it is not already in the list. A non-improving solution is allowed to enter the list. Also we keep the best-so-far solution in any iteration. The algorithm is stopped when either the maximum iteration number, S max , is reached or the objective value of the best-so-far solution keeps unchanged for a maximum allowed number of steps.
3.2.3. The Tabu Search algorithm. The current solution and best-so-far solution are denoted by x and x * respectively. The Tabu Search algorithm is as follows,
Step 1: Generate a initial solution, i.e., x. Set x * = x, s = 0, and f (x) = ∞.
Step 2: Check whether any of the stopping criterions is satisfied or not.
If yes, then output x * with f (x * ). Otherwise, set s = s + 1 and go to Step 3.
Step 3: Generate the neighborhood set H(x) by the 3-step method.
Step 4: Find the best neighbor, x = argmin x {f (x)|x ∈ H(x)}.
Step 5: If f (x ) < f (x * ), then set x = x * = x , and put x into the queue, T, and go to Step 2.
Otherwise, go to Step 6.
Step 6: Find v = argmin u {f (u)u ∈ H(x)\T} Set x = v, and put v into the queue,T, and go to Step 2.
3.3. Hybrid particle swarm optimization and Tabu Search approach. A hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Tabu Search (TS) algorithm is proposed to take advantage of both global search ability of TS and fast local search ability of PSO in this paper. The hybrid PSO/TS algorithm is based on the particle swarm algorithm with weighted inertias, and adopts TS in any iteration of a particular particle to prevent cycling and enhance global search ability. The TS steps can generate a great number of candidate solutions, which expand the searching space and enable the particle to fly away from the current searching area. Also the tabu list can help particles to avoid those local optimal solutions which are already in it. The hybrid algorithm is shown in Figure 2. 4. Numerical experiments. In order to test the feasibility of the model and the validity of the algorithm, we implement them to real problems based on the order data of a steel factory and its working procedures such as steel-making and casting, hot rolling and cold rolling, etc. This paper supposes that all orders should go through same three working procedures and takes both inventory matching and production planning into consideration. All codes are finished in Visual Studio C++ 2008 and run in Microsoft Window 7 on an Acer ASPIRE 4740G with a CPU of Intel Core i5 2.26HZ and 2G EMS memory. This paper postulates that the planning horizon T = 10 (take five days as a unit period), and number of processes J = 3 (steel making-and-casting, hot rolling and cold rolling), and swarm number S=10, and maximal number of iterations, M axStep = 1000. As is shown in Table  2 , the computations of this paper are based on three sets of data, each of which is specified by the order quantity, I, types of surplus inventory products, K, and production capacity of each working procedure in a unit time period, E. Initial value of inertia coefficient, ζ 0 , is set as 0.9, and then linearly decreases it to 0.1 according to equation (21) . The maximal number of iterations is 1000. The first set of order data (N = 60) is used to obtain a set of coefficients for the PSO algorithm. Since the classical PSO evolution equations choose ρ 1 = ρ 2 = 2.0, we run a number of tests on acceleration constants ρ 1 and ρ 2 , and population of particle cluster R based on the equation, ρ 1 + ρ 2 = 4. We run 10 tests on each parameter combination, and for each combination we record the best objective value BF , average objective value AF , worst objective value W F , and the inventory matching and scheduling solutions with average computing time and number of iterations as shown in Table 3 . Figure 3 shows the volatility curves according to different acceleration parameters and sizes of swarms.
Based on Table 3 and Figure 3 , setting acceleration constants ρ 1 = 3, ρ 2 = 1, and population of a swarm R = 300 gives the best performance, where the best solution with different order size (N = 60, 140, 220) are performed by using all of the three algorithms, PSO, TS and hybrid PSO/TS algorithms. As we can see from Table 4 , PSO algorithm is fast and always gives stable solutions; TS algorithm runs faster but its solutions are usually unstable; the hybrid algorithm is the slowest one and needs more iterations, but its solutions are much better than the others. If time allows, we should always choose the hybrid PSO/TS algorithm. The objective values (BF , AF and W F ) of TS method vary a lot because of its great reliance on the initial solution. The variation of solutions comes from complicated nature of the objective function and the settings of various parameters. Because we set a comparatively bigger penalty on order cancelations, they weigh in on the objective value greatly. By analyzing the solutions of PSO/TS methods, we find that the number of order cancelations vary a lot, which explains the objective value variation. However, in the results of the hybrid PSO/TS method, the variation of the number of cancelations is not big, and accordingly the variation of objective values is acceptable for practical production. As is shown in Table 5 , the N oM , N oP , N oE, N oD and N oC of hybrid PSO/TS algorithm are smaller than the other two for most of the time, which means that the on-time order delivery ratio is improved. The convergence curves of the three algorithms for N = 60, K = 10, and E = 200 are shown in Figure 4 . PSO algorithm improves the solutions very fast within 50 iterations, and reaches a plateau after that. TS provides better solutions than PSO but does not converges as fast. In contrast, the hybrid PSO/TS algorithm keeps improving with more iterations by diversifying particles, and gives much better solutions. Even though the hybrid PSO/TS algorithm is slower than the other two, we would always use it to handle the order planning problems for steel plants since it provides better solutions within a satisfactory amount of time. Conclusions. This paper discusses the production planning management structure for steel factories based on MTO-MTS, and formulates the order planning problem as a nonlinear integer program, where multiple objectives are considered, such as penalties on delivery discrepancy, inventory costs, penalties on unbalanced material flow rates, production costs, matching costs, and penalties on customer order cancelations. Based on natural number coding scheme, a hybrid PSO/TS algorithm is proposed to solve the order planning problem, where rules to both generate initial solutions and repair infeasible solutions are designed. By simulations, the best set of PSO parameters is determined. Also we run the three algorithms, PSO, TS and hybrid PSO/TS, on three sets of data with different sizes. The results show that the model of this paper is valid for order planning problem, and the hybrid PSO/TS algorithm provides better solutions while being computationally satisfactory. Due to the complexity of the problem, in this study, unfinished product matching is not included, which will be for our future research.
